...Ior Buying this Aduanced TurboGhip
Game Card, "Gyber Gore."*
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Before using your new TurboChip game card,
please read this instruction manual carefully.
Familiarize yourself with the proper use of
your TurboGrafx-16 Entertainment SuperSystem, precautions concerning its use and
the proper use of this TurboChip game card.

ing game cards.
This is a precision device and should not
be used or stored under conditions of
excessive temperature or humidity.
Do not forcibly bend your TurboChip game
cards.
Do not touch the inside of the terminal
area or expose the SuperSystem to water,
etc., as this might damage the unit.
Do not wipe your SuperSystem or TurboChip game cards with volatile liquids such
as paint thinner or benzene.

TurboChip game cards are made especially
for use with the TurboGrafx-16 Entertainment SuperSystem and will not operate on
other systems.

Always operate your TurboGrafx-16 SuperSystem and this TurboChip game card
according to instructions. Please keep this
manual in a safe place for future reference.
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Remove the TurboChip game card from rts
plastic case.
Hold the TurboChip game card with the title
side up and gently slide it into the Game
Card Port until you feel a firm click (do not
bend the game card or touch its metal parts
as this could erase the program).
Slide the Control Deck Power Switch to
the 0N position (if your game card is not
inserted properly, the Power Switch will not
move all the way to the right).
The title screen of your particular
TurboChip game card should appear on
your television.

Welcome Back, Rad Ralph! We Have a

Little "Mission" for You!
After a hundred years in space, your expeditionary party returns to a horrible sight. Giant
hyper-insects have taken control of the Earth!
The United Force elects you, "Rad Ralphl' to
face them.

merge with the ultra-life form "Chimeral'
Half man, half insect, now you have the
strength to fight back. But you also have
another incredible power. Like the insects
themselves, you have the ability to transform
yourself-"metamorphose" into an ever more
powerful creature. Use your powers wisely,
Rad Ralph, for this may be the final battle
of all mankind
I

obiocr oI the Game
Defeat the hyper-insects by fighting your way
through all 8 stages of the game. Begin your
journey as a "Cyber Corej'the lowest level
of half man, half insect. Obtain further metamorphosis by acquiring the correct "powerup" items along the way. Earn extra lives by
scoring points and collecting 1 UP's. Defeat
gruesome enemy bosses and finally arrive at
the underground tunnels. Then face the final
challenge of the game-the giant 4-legged
tarantula
I

Fighting these bio-monsters with human
strength alone would mean certain defeat.
Your only chance to recapture the Earth is to
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Be sure power is turned off when chang-

Any duplication, copying or rental of this
soltware is strictly prohibited.

lIots:

Cyber Core rs a one-player game.

Numbsr oI
Shields Remaining

Starting the Game
From the title screen, press the RUN Button.

Pausing the Game

Resetting the Game

How to "Continue"
When the game is over, and the title screen
appears, you may resume play by selecting
"continue" and pressing the RUN Button.
This returns you to the beginning of the last
stage where you weTe playing. You may "continue" only 2 times.

Controlling the Movements of Your Player
The movements of your player are controlled
using your TurboPad controller. Mastering its
operation is critical to your success.

You have 3 lives at the beginning o,f the game.
You can earn more lives by accumulating
points or "mini" Cyber Cores during play.

'100,000, 200,000
Earn 1 extra life at
and
each additional 100,000 points. The maximum number of lives you can have at any one
time is 8

During play, the game may be paused by pressing the RUN Button

During play, the game can be reset to the
title screen by holding down the RUN Button
and pressing the SELECT Button at the
same time.

obtaining Extra Liues

Undergoing "Metamorphosis"
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Direction l(ey (8'way controller)
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SEIECT Burton

@

Rut

@

Button It

Controls ihe movernent oi the player

autton

Starts and pa!ses the game.

Frres lasers and other weapons.

(@ Button

t

Drops bombs.

@

[!lumber of
Lives Remaining

lncreases or decreases speed.

Turto Switchos
Shou d be set on "Hrghl'
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0btaining Shields
"Shields" prevent your player from being
destroyed by the enemy. They may be ob
tained by acquiring a shield item during play,
or by acquirrng a metamorphic item that
matches your current level of transformatron.
Hemember that each shield lasts only until
you sustarn damage. A maximum of 3 shields
may be held rn TeseTVe.

As part human and part "Chimera," you can
read the genes o,f other [fe forms and assume
their powers. By successfully obtaining the
correct radioactive eggs, you can undergo
metamorphosis-advance through the different stages of your existence, becoming bigger,
stronger and more powerful with each change.
The first stage is called "Cyber Corei ' and
there are four stages of morphology in all.
In each you will assume a different insect Jorm,
depending upon what items you consume.

Eggs

Fire away at Bosses or destroy entire waves
of enemy characters to release radioactive

insect eggs. When collected, these eggs
become items you can use to power-up your
current stage ol metamorphosisl There are
4 types of radioactive eggs which are used
to grow through the 4 stages of morphology.
ln order to achieve metamorphosis into the
next higher stage, you must collect the appro'
priate radioactive egg for your insect type
(should be the same color as your insect
type). Collecting the wrong egg will automatically change you back into the second
stage form of that insect type.
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STAGE

by one.
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PRECAMBRIAN CYBER CORE

Basic Metamorphosis Stage

il

STAGE 2: PAIEOZOIC CYBEB C0RE
Larva/Bio-Formation

8EEru
Eggs

ol lnvigorotion
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(Blue Center)
lncreases your strength to tts
maximum for about l5 seconds,
making you invrncible. This is the
time to hurl yourself at the enemyl

Basic Beetle
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Basic Swallowtail
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Basic Mantrs

Basic Hornet

STAGE 3: MESOZ0IC CYBEB CORE
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ol Protsction

(Green Center)
lncrease the power of your shield

Adult Insect/Mechanical Formation

Eggs of Replication
{"Mini" Cyber Core inside)
Give you one extra life ("1 UP")
Maximum number of Cyber
Cores you may store up at any
one time is B.
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ffi
Gun Beetle

ffiffi

Bull

Swallowtarl

Nlant s Leaper

STAGE 4: CEIU0ZO|C CYBER CORE
Special Combat Mode

1

Eggs ot oostruction
(Yellow Center)
Obtarn one of these eggs and you

can instantly wipe out

al the

enemies and enemy weapons on

#

Hornet Harrer

ffi
Cvber Beetle

ffi
Swallowtarl Bomber

ffi

Mantrs Crurser

#
Gyro Hornet

the screen.
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Cyber Core contains B different stages-the
world of the hyper-insects I At the end of
each stage, a hideous boss insect appears that
must be defeated before you can move on to
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,Stage
I The lnvasion
thenextstage

ln this stage of the game, balloon-shaped
spores, fish which have been turned into
insects, insects living in the water and other
enemy characters will appear. Your objective:
make it to land I
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Stage
The Ruined City E
I
This city is the home of the hyper-insects
Once ruled by man, its buildings are now rn
ruins. Insects buzz around the sky and strut
down the streets as if they owned the place.
They ridicule man and his accomplishments.
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In this tropical rain lorest, brightly colored

stage

venomous bugs fly about in confusion.

Stage
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This arid wasteland is overflowing with beautiful but creepy anthills. Without warning,
vicious army ants leap out at you, protecting

their nests.
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Stage
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The lnsect

City Y U

A l'ttl
Stage
The Ancient Shrine
At last you are in the subterranean home of
the insects. Here you will see tall columns
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Stage
Side Winder
As it moves slowly along, brain matter comes
flying out of its head like a guided missile
Its weak point is near the center of rts body.

t

Stage

lined up as in an ancient shrine or castle.
Perhaps this was once a place of worship. No
matter. lt must be destroyed.

Stage
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Tho Final Showdown
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lethal Mutant Locust King
Moves right and left blowing its "attitude con-
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Clonus Clitelium
Shoots out genetic clones of himself.
Stage

This is it, Rad Balph ! Get through this barrage
of maggots, worms and other assorted slime
and you'll not only be "home free," you will
have recaptured the Earth I

'l

Beelzehub

Rules over his kingdom of sandworms. Attack
his Henchmen first. Then go in for the kill

underqround tunnels. In these eerie caverns,
all sorts of hightech robots, droids and futuristic rnsects lay in wait I Keep your cool, you're
almost to the finish line.

stase
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The Lord of the Flies. Drops gross-looking
maggots as it zips around.

Tunnels of Terror lV t f; b
Get ready for "future shock" as you enter the

Stage

I

Rock Worm
Multiple bombs are fired in succession from
the center of its slimy (but hard) body.

Stage

ln this city, the anthills grow to be as large
as skyscrapers. At the very end, there is a
huge opening. This is the entrance to the
underground nests.

trol" nozzle.

Fires bombs out of its antennae.
Occasionally opens its huge jaws to fire a laser
beam. lts only weak spot is the place from
whrch the laser is f ired when the jaws are open.

Stage

7

"Slim Wilik"

Oueen of the Wilik Worms. Spews disgusting
slime from her cavernous mouth. Her source
of destruction is your only source of victoryl
Aim carefully. lt's either her or you-who's it
going to be?

8

"Big Blue"
Stage
(the Tarantula oueenl
The female of the species and perhaps the

most awesome fighter of them all. Blue in
color, she fires everything out of her mouth.
You'll need every trick in the book to defeat
this monster madam.

Meet the Enemy Characters
Re-Flies

Meemay

,'

Appearing in formations of 5 over the water,
these pesky bugs always fly at you diagonally
and exit in the opposite diagonal direction.

A gigantlc water strider. While it doesn't
drop bombs, its movements make it difficult
to attack.

I

Jellyfish

Blast $pore

lnitially these creatures float harmlessly on
the surface of the water. However, suddenly
they float into the air and plunge down at you.

A huge airborne mushroom. When it is damaged, this rascal explodes into fragments which
scatter in 16 different directions.
7
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Big-horned Gicada
A hyper-insect with horns and hard shell.
Spits out bombs.

Skull

Skeleton Gicadas
Emerge from cocoons on the ground. They'll
chase you and ram you with their bony heads

Rueful
A hyper-version of an insect-eating plant. Attack
its center and an undigested bee will fly out.

Blue Vinegar Flies

Glscker

Tiny and annoying. They appear out of nowhere and chase you everywhere.

Moves across the sand with half its body
hidden. When it stops, only its mouth shows,
so be careful !

A creepy hyper-bug transformed from a tick.
Skull Ticks move slowly across the ground.

NEC IECHN0LoGIES, lNC. ("NECT") wararls thrs product to be free
hom defects in malerial and workmanshrp under lhe lollowing lermsl

HOW TOTTG IS THE WABRAIITY
Ihs product swatranted for 90 days lrom

the date ol the lrst consumer

others, depending upon the weapon you
are using.
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oAMAGES

NECT'S TIABILITY FOB ANY DEFECTIVE PRODUCT IS LIMITED TO

COVEREO

NECT SHALL NOT BE L ABLE FOR:

Excepl as speciied below lhrs warranly covers all defects in matenal
or workmanshrp in thrs prodlct. The lollowrng are not covered by the

l.

Damage to other property caus€d by any defects in this product,
damages based !pon inconvenrence, loss oi use of the product, loss
ot time, commercial loss; or

L Any product that s not distributed rn the U.S.A. by NECT or which
s nol purchased in the lJ.S.A. from an author zed NECT dealer.

2. Any other damages, whelher incidenlal, consequential or otheruise.
SOIVE STATES DO NOT ALLOW LIIVITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN

2. Damage, delerioralion or maltunclion resultng lrom:
a) accrdenl, m suse, abuse, neglect, rmpacl, Itre, liquid damage,
lightning or other acts

ol

nature, commercral or rnduslral use,

unaulhorzed producl modilicatpn, or la lure lo lollow nstructpns
supplied with the product;

Brings up music sound test
Turni music and sound effects on
Turns music and sound effects off
Puts up color bars

WABBANTIES OF

THE REPAIB O8 BEPLACEMENT OFTI,]E PBODUCTAT OUR OPTION.

Here are the passwords:

Once the correct radioactiv! ggglf
stop shooting the supply ship or you may

INCLUDING

ARE LIIVITED IN DUBATION TO THE LENGTH OF THIS WARRANTY

waranty:

SELECT Button. "lnput Password" should
appear on the screen. Enter the password of
your choice and press Button I to activate it.

WARRANTIES,

MERCHANTAB]LITY AND FITNESS FOR A PABTICULAF PURPOSE,

You should save

Try these passwords! Press and hold the left
side of the Direction Key. Then press the

TIMITATIOil OT IMPTIED WARRAITTIES
ALt IMPLIED

purchase.

Thrs

Playing Tips
lf you are having trouble defeating an end
Boss, try switching to another type of Cyber
Core. Some bosses are easier to defeat than

HOW TO OETAIII WARRAIITY SERYICE
For warranty iniormation. call 1.800-366.0136 Monday-Friday
8r00 A.M. to 5r00 PlV. Ceniral Time.

or allempted repatr by anyone not authonzed by NECT;
c) any shipment oi the product lclaims must be submitted to the
b) repair

carrier);

II\,lPLIEO WABBANTY IASTS AND/OB DO NOT ALLOW THE
EXCLUS ONS OR LIiVITATION OF INClDENTAL OR CONSEOUENTIAL
DAI\,IAGES, SO THE ABOVE TIIVITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS ]VAY
NOT APPLY TO YOU,

tAW NETATES TO THE WANRAiITY
waranty qives you specilic leoal r ghts, and you may also have
other rights which vary from stale to state.
HOW STATE

Th s

d) remova or inslallatron oi the product;
e) any
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other cause that does not relale to a product deiect.
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